Departure Bay Neighbourhood
Nanaimo’s Village by the Sea

Gibson Design Innovations

Site and Location

Departure Bay neighbourhood is located mid-Nanaimo, about
5 km North of downtown and 6.5 km south of Woodgrove Mall.
Departure Bay Road is the main artery, which links on both sides to
the old Island Highway (Hwy 19a). The other primary entrance to the
neighbourhood is via Hammond Bay Road, which also connects to
Highway 19a near at Woodgrove Mall.

Departure Bay neighbourhood is popular as one of the main ocean swimming spots in town. The waterfront park, which
includes parking, beach access, picnic areas, a playground, and a community building, are all heavily used all year round.
The neighbourhood also includes Woodstream Park and Sugarloaf Mountain, which gives views of the bay and the rest of
the city. Departure Bay is primarily residential, with some mixed-use in the few blocks closest to the beach. While the area
has the strengths of green space, public space, and waterfront access, it is heavily car-dependent with minimal pedestrian
infrastructure.
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Figure Ground Analysis

The environmental analysis
Green space
shows us that there are
many significant views due
to the basin shape of the
Significant views neighbourhood. There is also
ample green space.

Building Figure Ground Analysis

The figure ground analysis reveals a strong grid pattern in the blocks and streets just west
of Departure Bay Beach. Other than those eight blocks, the rest of the neighbourhood follows
typical suburban development patterns, with winding roads and cul-de-sacs. This means that the
connectivity outside of those central blocks is poor.

Density Analysis
The density analysis
shows the number
of units in the
neighbourhood.
Again, this analysis
reveals the low
density of Departure
Bay.
Assuming
most single family
homes are on 1/4
acre lots, even with
several small to midsized
apartment
buildings,
the
density sits at 4 units
per acre.

The building figure ground analysis shows is that the neighbourhood has a low building density.
Most buildings are single family homes, with only a few larger buildings: some apartment buildings
and an elementary school. It also reveals the amount of space without buildings - primarily parks
and waterfront.

1km

Approximate
neighbourhood size

665

Dwellings total

44.4

Median Age*

Years

2.4

Persons per household*

4 dwelling units/acre

10 duplexes

4 apartment buildings

48% Male
52% Female*

*Data from Departure Bay Neighbourhood Plan, 2006
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Departure Bay Neighbourhood
Development Permit Areas (DPAs)
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Circulation Analysis

Most of Departure Bay falls under DPA9, which
covers all land within the City of Nanaimo. The
exceptions are a steep riparian area around
Woodstream Park and low-lying land near
the beach, which is DPA3 due to the risk of
natural hazards. Additionally, land immediately
adjacent to streams and the shore fall under
DPA 1 and DPA 2.
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Policy Analysis
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A policy analysis shows us what policy/zoning is
currently in place and what plans the city has for the
neighbourhood. The map to the left shows current
zoning, where we can see that the blocks closest to
the beach are a mix of residential, commercial, and
parks and recreation. The map to the right shows
that much of the two blocks closest to the water are
envisioned to be future commercial centres while
maintaining the parks space.

The circulation analysis shows us how people
move throughout the neighbourhood. Most
roads are local traffic only, with Departure Bay
Road as the main thouroughfare. The green
lines represent pedestrian infrastructure,
demonstrating the lack of sidewalks on most
roads. The neighbourhood is serviced by two
bus routes, and the cycling routes consist only
of signs and have no separation from traffic.

Future OCP Designation
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Character Analysis
Most buildings in Departure Bay were
built between the 1960s and early
2000s. Much of the neighbourhood is
single family homes, with some older
mixed-use buildings and one new one
near the water. Several small to midsized apartments built in the 1980s and
1990s are beginning to deteriorate. The
overall character is low-rise residential.
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Departure Bay Neighbourhood
Design Intervention
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Departure Bay neighbourhood has the bones of a village centre near the beach but lacks a permeable and interesting street wall and lacks the services and
amenities to be a complete neighbourhood. There is currently an empty lot between the new Legasea building and the liquor store/gas station. A 3- to 4-storey,
mixed-use building with commercial space on the ground floor and 30 residential units above would provide gentle density and increased amenities, which is
supported by Nanaimo’s Official Community Plan. Attractive west coast architecture with a slight green buffer between the liquor store and the building would
allow it to fit with the character of the neighbourhood. The building, facing east, would provide wonderful views of the bay for both residents and patrons and
would activate the street and the waterfront.

The new building, as well as a new public plaza, will be accessible from Departure Bay Road, facing
the waterfront, and are filling currently empty lots. The new mixed-use building will be immediately
adjacent to Legasea and will complement that building beautifully. Underground parking will
maximize the retail and residential space on the property. The lot is currently zoned as neighbourhood
centre, which allows for mixed-uses.
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This parti demonstrates how the new building
and park site (shown with dotted lines) will
connect easily with the rest of the mixed-use
and parks spaces and will improve the street
wall.
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The elevations above demonstrate what the west side of Departure Bay Road looks like now and how it would look with the new building. The height would
fit with the character of the neighbourhood but it would fill an otherwise empty space with activity and vibrancy. Trees on either side of the building would
provide a buffer between other buildings, and provide a splash of greenery.

In addition to a new mixed-use building, a new
public plaza will be built on Departure Bay Road,
next to the Amriko’s building and across from
the Kin Hut. The plaza will consist of an open
space and fountain, trees, benches, a coffee/icecream hut with seating, and a larger tree at the
back with additional seating and shade. The lot
is currently empty, with the lot next door being
slated for redevelopment. This location will be
easily connected with existing public space on
the east side with a cross-walk, and is less than a
200m walk from the new building development.
Trees will provide shade along the edges and at
the back of the space. Landscaping will soften
the space, with native and drought-resistant
plants emphasized.
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